Dean of the School of Business Administration
University of California System-wide Search

UC Riverside invites inquiries, nominations and applications for the position of permanent Dean of the School of Business Administration (SoBA). Faculty from all UC campuses at the rank of full professor, both within UC business schools as well as other colleges/schools, are encouraged to apply.

As the academic leader of SoBA, the Dean has overall managerial and fiscal responsibility for the School and its academic programs. The ideal candidate will be an innovative leader with vision who will advance SoBA’s academic stature and mission of research, teaching and service consistent with our campus strategic plan, *UCR 2020*. The Dean of SoBA must show agility in operating within the University’s shared governance traditions with the faculty while also demonstrating the capacity to make difficult decisions for the collective good of the School and the University.

Last year SoBA awarded 724 degrees, including 640 Bachelor’s degrees and 84 MBAs. SoBA’s transfer student graduation rate is one of the highest on campus. SoBA is also home to the A. Gary Anderson Graduate School of Management (AGSM), which offers the following degrees: MBA, Flexible MBA, Ph.D, Master of Professional Accountancy (MPAc) and Master of Finance. In 2012 the School had 23 ladder rank faculty -- with several additional hires soon to join the faculty -- and approximately 23 staff.

The Dean will be instrumental in achieving several strategic goals for the School. On the fiscal side, SoBA’s fund expenditures have been approximately $11.5 Million the past couple years, and the School needs to shift from heavy reliance on General Funds (currently about 70% of expenditures) by enhancing other Unrestricted Funds through entrepreneurial activities. Another strategic goal aligned with *UCR 2020* is enhancing the success of the faculty in acquiring research contracts and grants, particularly competitive federal research grants. The Dean of SoBA must optimally position the School to meet AASCB accreditation standards over the short- and long-term, including delivery of the curriculum.

The ideal candidate will have demonstrated achievements in academic administration and resource development. He or she must be an energetic and effective fundraiser and have a keen eye for developing new mutually beneficial partnerships on both local and global levels. The Dean is also responsible for ensuring the diversity of the faculty, staff and students consistent with University policies and maintaining a workplace environment consistent with UCR’s Principles of Community. The Dean of SoBA reports directly to the Executive Vice Chancellor & Provost.

Confidential review of applications, nominations and expressions of interest will begin immediately and will continue until an appointment is made. To be ensured full consideration, please forward a letter of interest and curriculum vitae by **June 25, 2013** (electronic files preferred). Please send applications or nominations to: William Kidder (Assistant Executive Vice Chancellor and staff to the search committee), *William.kidder@ucr.edu* (951) 827-1128.

*The University of California is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer, and seeks candidates committed to the highest standards of scholarship and professional activities and to a campus climate that supports equality and diversity.*